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Main installation – foundation of Notgalerie, photo © Reinhold Zisser

The Notgalerie Seestadt - DREAM ESTATE project is an attempt to create a
sculpture park in the Seestadt urban development district, an area northeast
of Vienna where a satellite city has been under construction for about ten
years. Located opposite the subway station that connects the Seestadt with
the city center, DREAM ESTATE was created in 2021 as a result of the art
project Notgalerie . It features an installation consisting of a multi-part
platform covering an area of 15,000 square meters. In total, there are eight
individual platforms on the site, as well as the main installation which formed
the foundation of Notgalerie.
https://www.aspern-seestadt.at/en

The eight platforms
The foundation is made of a concrete block,
measuring about 1 cubic meter.
The construction consists of an inverted
wooden roof frame that carries the black
painted platforms.
Each platform is about 2 by 3 meters in size.
It can be used for installations as well as for
concersts, performances and interventions.

The container
It serves as storage for materials and tools.
The container can also be used as a bar.
It is surrounded by a construction that
functions as a main stage for concerts,
performances and interventions.
Both the container and the main stage have
electricity and water supply.
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The Main Stage
This part was the the former foundation of
Notgalerie.
It is about 8 by 20 Meters in size.
On top there are 5 sub-platforms painted
black.
They can be used for installations as well as
for concersts, performances and
interventions.

The Area
Notgalerie Seestadt – DREAM ESTATE
covers an area of 15,000 square meters.
This video shows a 360 drone flight above
the whole area:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jUHc4G5CNr4
It was made in early 2021 before the eight
platforms were built.

